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Main Benefits
If you are thinking about installing a stairlift, and your stairs turn
corners or are spiral, Handicare’s C lassic seat and single tube
stairlift system offers you a safe and reliable solution.
Handicare’s stairlifts have helped
thousands of people overcome the
problems posed by going up and
down their stairs at home.
Handicare’s single tube stairlift system
suits most staircases with bends or
corners and when installed with the
C lassic seat it offers you all the basic
functions that you would expect plus
the option to upgrade to a powered
swivel and/or have the fold up footplate
linked to the seat so that folding the
seat will automatically fold the footplate
up too.
With a choice of three
leather look upholstery
colours and three
standard track colours
the C lassic seat single
tube stairlift lift system
will compliment
most colour
schemes.

All Handicare stairlifts have a battery
backup which means that your stairlift
will continue to work in the event of
power cut so you do not need to worry
about being stranded up or downstairs.
The compact unit folds up leaving the
staircase free for other users and the
bespoke track is designed to fit your
individual staircase and maximise
clear space on the stairway. It can
be supplied with a hinged track if you
need to avoid obstructing doorways
close to the bottom of your stairs.
Fitted to the stairs, not the wall, it is
unlikely you will need to redecorate
following the installation of your
Handicare stairlift.
Your Handicare stairlift will also come
with two remote controls which means
that, once folded, you can easily send
it to the upstairs charge point freeing
up space in your hallway.
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Whic h trac k ?

K ey:

R embrandt

Van G ogh

E very staircase that is curved or turns
a corner will have a shorter and a longer
side. You may hear stairlift tracks being
referred to as inside and outside or internal
and external depending on which side
to the staircase they sit on.
Handicare’s single tube system has two
names: the ‘R embrandt’ travels along the
shorter side of your staircase (the internal)
and the ‘Van Gogh’ travels the longer side.
Your stairlift supplier will advise on which
is the best solution for your staircase.

S afety as s tandard
Your Handicare stairlift will come with
safety sensors that are designed to stop
your stairlift if it meets any obstruction
as you travel up the stairs and will come
with a retractable seatbelt as standard.

E as y to us e
The operating joystick is easy to use,
simply hold it in the direction you wish to
travel, up or down, and your Handicare
stairlift will move smoothly and gently
on its way.
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F

C las s ic

G

Van G ogh

A S wivel radius*
H

I

J

B

C

645-715mm 665-735mm

B Minimum wall to seat back

100mm

120mm

C S eat depth

370mm

370mm

D Minimum folded width
to footplate

404mm

424mm

E Minimum open width
to edge of footplate

624mm

644mm

F Armrest width – external

555mm

555mm

G Armrest width – internal

439mm

439mm

H S eat back height

430mm

430mm

I

Footplate to seat height

452mm

452mm

J Minimum footplate height

133mm

133mm

Bottom parking space requir ed

650mm

650mm

Minimum track intrusion into
staircase

170mm

190mm

Maximum weight limit

125kg

125kg

S pe e d

0 . 1 1 m/s ec (a pprox)

P ower s upply

2 4 v DC ba ttery

C ha rger

D
E

Rembrandt

1 0 0 - 2 4 0 v (5 0 - 6 0 H z )

Maximum staircase angle

60˚

*Dimensions vary depending on hand of seat
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Try this model in our showroom today*

Tel: 01953 850004
Norfolk Stairlifts is an approved distributor for this manufacturer

Please call 01953 850 004 for more information
or a no-obligation FREE survey.
- Established in 1998 as the only independent specialist in Norfolk.
- Trained to install most makes /models, so you can choose what suits you.
- Qualified to repair all makes of stairlifts should you need us.
- Passionate about serving our 700 satisfied customers in Norfolk & Suffolk.
*Please check if this particular
model is on display before arriving
at the showroom.
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